GROW>N

Read the Bible with the Author

Submit - to Jesus, whatever he says
Listen - Quietly, tune in to the Living Word.

Submit - to Jesus, whatever he says
Listen - Quietly, tune in to the Living Word.

Read His Written Word…
Observe
What is the Context, of this book
…and of this part of the book?
What stood out to you? (What did you
like BEST? Or LEAST?)
Interpret
What did it mean to its original audience?
What does it say about people?
What does it say about God /Jesus?
Apply
What are you meant to be/say/do?
What are you being prompted about?
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Apply
What are you meant to be/say/do?
What are you being prompted about?

1.

Pray - quietly tune in to Jesus.

God working in your life?
Respond in Prayer.
Others: ru OK? Did u Obey?
Word what is He saying? >
Next to do? Tell? Help?
Pray - thanks /confession /help.
Amen.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Obey - write it, plan it into your week.

(Next week they’ll ask you about it :-)

Worship - thanks, confession, help. Amen.
Pray FOR…
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> Agree on a chunk of Scripture to read

> Agree on a chunk of Scripture to read

- If you have the time, you could
do a SLOW segment together.
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(at least a ‘segment’ per day).
Use the SLOW method (on the back.)
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> Pray WITH…

> MEET with…
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